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Abstract- We describe the latest advance of a novel scatter
calibration technique and a combined method (a novel scatter
calibration + a practical scatter and random approximation)
which further accelerates the image reconstruction task and also
improves the quantitative accuracy for dynamic brain imaging in
high resolution PET. The basic idea of the combined method is
to apply the scatter calibration to the frames during the early
stage of the scan which typically contain a high random fraction
and a low number of counts and then apply the practical
approximation to the later stage of the scan. The scatter
calibration technique is based on using the scatter estimate
obtained from a reference frame, which is free from the bias due
to high random fractions and/or low numbers of counts, to
calibrate the scatter in each dynamic frame. The latest advance
in the scatter calibration incorporating the pulse pile-up
information is presented with time activity curve (TAC) and
emission image validations using human brain studies with short
frame durations. The practical approximation is based on using
an averaged scatter/random estimate and scaling the average
estimate according to the number of trues/random counts to
obtain the individual scatter/random estimate for each dynamic
frame. The computation time of scatter and random estimates
was compared between the conventional (frame-based) and the
combined method. The accuracy obtained from the combined
method was examined by comparing the binding potential (BP)
values between the conventional method, the combined method,
and the scatter calibration method (gold-standard) using human
studies acquired on the high resolution research tomograph
(HRRT). A --70 % time gain in the scatter and random
estimations with an addition of more accurate BP values were
achieved by applying the combined method as compared to the
conventional frame-based method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

catter correction is a critically important and at the same
challenging step in the task of quantitative PET
imaging. This is particularly the case in 3D PET where the
scatter fraction (SF) is typically as high as 30-50%. Recently,
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a novel scatter calibration technique [1] has been developed to
further improve the quantitative accuracy of dynamic brain
imaging in high resolution PET. More specifically, dynamic
frames with a high random fraction and/or with a low number
of counts are more accurate quantitatively after applying the
calibration. Moreover, a practical scatter and random
approximation technique has been developed as an effort to
further accelerate the image reconstruction task in dynamic
PET imaging [2]. In this work, the latest advance in the scatter
calibration will be presented, and the scatter calibration
technique will be combined with the practical approximation
(as will be referred as the combined method).
II.

LATEST ADVANCE IN THE SCATTER CALIBRATION

The conventional scatter estimate for 3D PET has been
found to produce an overestimation bias (also see Fig. 3) and a
noisy axial scatter distribution when the number of counts is
low and/or when the random fraction (RF) is high due to the
positivity-constraint used in the tail-fitting process and the
statistical variation of counts across the axial planes,
respectively [3, 1]. A scatter calibration method has been
developed to compensate the aforementioned bias based on
using a reference scatter estimated from a summed frame [1].
In the original implementation of the scatter calibration, the
RF or the count rate is typically chosen to be lower in the
reference frame as compared to the target or biased frames to
minimize the bias in the scatter estimate due to high RF during
the high count rate period. The SF assigned to the biased
frame is therefore expected to be lower due to less pulse pileup in the reference frame. Note that at high count rate, some
of the low energy photons which are typically rejected are
summed to have energy acceptable to the energy
discrimination window. The net result is an increase in the
global SF value due to the pulse pile-up since more scattered
true events are accepted and more unscattered true events are
rejected by the energy discrimination window. In order to
account for the increase in the SF due to the pulse pile-up
effect as will be shown in Fig. 3, we have included an
additional correction term in the calibration formula; the
segment-level scatter calibration (SSC) and the segmented
plane-level scatter calibration (SPSC) are now given by:
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III.

THE PRACTICAL SCATTER AND RANDOM APPROXIMATION
AND THE COMBINED METHOD

and

=(C tb )8 (c sr)P S;ORs in P for spse (2)
Ctr

derived input function) which require a very short frame
duration (see Fig. 9).

Csb

where Sjeal is the final calibrated scatter estimate, Seal is the
original calibrated scatter estimate, Cusb is the number 0 f total
scatter counts from the (unbiased) scatter estimate obtained
from performing the tail-fitting to the trues without the
positivity-constraint for the target or biased frame, Cesb is the
number of total scatter counts from the original calibrated
scatter estimate; i.e. C esb = Seal ' Sb is the (biased) scatter

I

estimate from the target frame, Csr is the number of scatter
counts in the reference frame, Csb is the number of scatter
counts in the biased or target frame, Ctb is the number of true
counts (i.e. prompts - randoms) in the biased or target frame,
Ctr is the number of true counts in the reference frame, and the
superscripts G, S, and P represent the quantity in the global
level, segment level, and plane level, respectively.
The observation/assumption used in SSC:
• The pattern in the segment SF or the relative
difference in SF between the sinogram segments is
consistent between the reference and the target frame
The observation/assumption used in SPSC:
• The pattern in the segment SF or the relative
difference in SF between the sinogram segments is
consistent between the reference and the target frame,
and the axial scatter distribution is constant within
the reference frame
The SSC method assigns an unbiased and more accurate SF
value into each segment of the scatter estimate in the target
frame as shown in Eq.(l), whereas the SPSC method assigns a
more accurate SF value into each segment and replaces the
noisy axial scatter distribution with the smooth one from the
reference as shown in Eq.(2).
It has been identified that the SSC method can be applied
independent of the early and the later stages of the scan since
it does not assume anything about the tracer and the
corresponding scatter distribution, whereas the SPSC can be
only applied to the later stage of the scan (where the tracer
distribution changes minimally) due to the extra assumption of
the constant axial scatter distribution. However, since the
tracer and the corresponding scatter distribution does not
change much anymore in the later stage of the scan, one can
simply scale the reference scatter estimate according to the
true counts and use it directly in the dynamic image
reconstruction (i.e. the practical approximation as will be
elaborated shortly). In addition, this scatter calibration method
is particularly beneficial for applications (such as the image

The 3D Ordinary Poisson Ordered Subset Expectation
Maximization (3D-OP-OSEM) algorithm after incorporating
the practical approximation [2] is given by:
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The basic idea of the approximation is to have a time-averaged
scatter (random) estimate (i.e. scatter and smoothed random
estimates obtained from a summed frame) and to scale the
averaged estimate according to the trues (Le. true coincidences
which include both scattered and unscattered true events:
prompts - randoms) and random counts within each frame to
obtain the individual frame scatter and smoothed random
estimates. The scatter and smoothed random estimations
therefore do not need to be computed for every single dynamic
frame thus making the reconstruction time less dependent on
the number of frames in the dynamic studies. The framing
scheme for obtaining the averaged scatter and random
estimates is determined by the dead time and decay corrected
trues rate plot as shown in Fig. 1 for an example of a dynamic
llC_ raclopride human study (tracer dependent).
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Fig. 1: The framing scheme for the practical scatter and random
approximation (performing 4 estimates instead of 16)

Frames with similar trues rate have been found to have similar
scatter fraction and spatial tracer distribution. As a result,
those frames are grouped to obtain the averaged scatter and
random estimates; frames within the later stage of the scan are
also grouped since the tracer distribution changes minimally
during later stage of the scan. The scatter and randoms are
estimated for each frame during the early stage of the scan
since the tracer distribution changes very rapidly. However,
those early frames usually contain a high random fraction and
a low number counts; consequently, the scatter calibration
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should be applied to those frames (Le. the combined method
as shown in Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: The schematic for the combined method

IV.

METHODS

Tomograph: Data were acquired on the second generation
of the High Resolution Research Tomography (HRRT) [4~ 5].
This HRRT scanner has an octagonal detector ring design~
with detector heads consisting of a double 10 mm layer of
LSO/LYSO for a total of 119 ~808 detector crystals.
Phantom study: A 20 cm long~ 20 cm diameter cylindrical
phantom was filled uniformly with an initial 11 C radioactivity
concentration of 60.9 kbq/ml. Data were grouped into sets of
frames with similar numbers of counts for various RFs. The
scatter estimates (using SSS [6~ 7]) were computed for these
frames to evaluate the accuracy of the SF for the
(conventional) tail-fitting method with and without the
positivity-constraint provided by CPS/Siemens and also to
study the increase in the SF values at high count rate or RF
due to the pulse pile-up effect. The numbers of counts and RFs
were chosen to match the numbers of counts encountered in
human and non-human primate receptor imaging. The count
rate for these frames was at least 500 times higher than the
intrinsic LSO true coincidence rate (intrinsic LSO true
coincidence rate is about 100 cps) in order to exclude the
effect of the intrinsic LSO background contribution to the SF
value.
For the scatter calibration- Human studies: In order to
exclude the effect of patient motion without performing any
motion compensation~ human studies with minimal amount of
motion (-1-2 mm) were selected for the following validations.
A human subject underwent a 60 min llC_ raclopride (RAC a D2 receptor marker) scan on the HRRT (after a 6 min
transmission scan and a 10mCi Harvard pump injection). Data
were acquired in list-mode and then framed into a 4x 1min~
3x2 min~ 8x5 min~ and lxlO min framing sequence. The
number of counts/frame in this study ranged from 57M to
2.6M with the RF ranging from 10% to 94%~ and the count

rate ranged between 370 and 25 kcps. The following
comparisons were performed:
(1) Scatter sinogram comparisons: The first frame of this
study which contains a 94% RF and 2.6M counts was used to
examine the effect of the SSC method. The segment zero
scatter sinograms and the axial scatter profiles which were
placed at the centre of the scatter sinograms as shown in Fig. 4
for the conventional method with and without the positivityconstraint were compared with those obtained by the SSC
method. For this comparison~ an additional case~ in which the
conventional method was performed using the measured trues
obtained from subtracting the variance reduced randoms from
the prompts instead of the raw delayed coincidences in the
scatter tail-fitting process~ was examined. The bias in the
scatter estimate and the noisy axial scatter distribution are
expected to be reduced when the variance reduced random
estimate is used.
(2) Segment SF comparison: The segment SF as a function
of the number of true counts per plane was plotted for a frame
with 90% RF and 2M prompts obtained from the previous
phantom study as well as for the frame obtained from the
human study as described in the above comparison (1). The
segment SF values were also compared between all the scatter
estimates described in comparison (I).
(3) Emission image comparison: The fully-corrected
emission images were reconstructed with the conventional and
the SSC methods using 3D-OP-OSEM. The visual comparison
between the two methods is shown for one of the frames
which suffered from the biased scatter scaling (i.e. tail-fitting).
The improvement which can be achieved by the SSC
method on frames with a very short duration is also
investigated with the above human study. The first two
minutes of the scan was divided into 12 x lOs framing
sequence. The number of prompts ranges from 10k to 4M~ and
the RF ranges from 95 to 50% for these short frames. The
emission images were reconstructed with the conventional and
the SSC methods as well as without any scatter correction
using 3D-OP-OSEM. The TAC comparison was performed
between these three sets of images.
For the combined method- The binding potential (BP) value
comparison was also performed for the above human study
between the conventional~ the scatter calibration method~ and
the combined method (Le. scatter calibration .+ practical
approximation). The ones obtained from the scatter calibration
method (which has been demonstrated to be more accurate
quantitatively [I]) were used as the gold-standard in this case.
V.

RESULTS

Phantom study: The global SF values are reproducible with
the maximum variation to be less than 5% in SF within the 3
scatter estimates obtained from similar RF and number of
counts for all the frames in this study. The over-scaling bias
caused by the positivity-constraint in the conventional scatter
tail-scaling is demonstrated in Fig. 3. One can also observe the
overlap of the SF values for all frames obtained without the
positivity-constraint independent of the number of counts
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within the frame, and they also agree with the estimate
obtained from a lot of counts (50M) with the constraint. The
increase in the SF at high RF without the constraint is due to
the pulse pile-up effect, and the information about the pulsepile up is embedded in the tail of the measured trues (as well
as everywhere else) at high count rate thus producing a higher
magnitude in the scatter estimate through the tail-fitting
process. As expected, the SF value obtained with the
positivity-constraint gets closer and closer to the SF value
without the constraint as the number of counts increases and
as the RF decreases since it is less likely to get negative true
counts. The worst case here shows a biased global SF as high
as 270% obtained from a frame with 90% RF and 2M counts.
As a result, the true emission images are globally
underestimated due to the over-subtraction of the scatter (see
Fig. 8 for a human example). In general, frames with a RF
higher than 50% and with less than 20M prompts were found
to suffer significantly from the over-scaling bias.

-(I)

Fig. 4: The z-r view of the segment zero scatter sinogram for the first dynamic
frame of the human study (a) using (prompts - delayed coincidences) with the
positivity-constraint. (b) using (prompts - delayed coincidences) without the
constraint. (c) using (prompts - smoothed randoms) with the positivityconstraint. (b) using (prompts - smoothed randoms) without the constraint.
(e) calibrated with
and (f) the reference used for the calibration
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Fig. 5: The profiles across the planes for Fig. 4 (a). (b). (c). (d). and (e)
together with the corresponding global scatter fraction (SF)

Fig. 3: The global SF as a function of RF for various numbers of counts using
the conventional scatter tail-scaling with and without the positivity-constraint

Human study comparisons (1) and (2): Fig. 4 shows the z-r
view of the segment zero scatter sinogram for the first frame
of the human study which contains a RF of 94% and 2.6M
counts. The sinograms obtained with both conventional
methods (using prompts - delayed coincidences with and
without the positivity-constraint) show very noisy axial scatter
distribution across the planes. As expected, the prompts variance reduced (smoothed) randoms approach shows lower
bias and less noisy axial scatter distribution since the tail of
the trues is less noisy than the one obtained from subtracting
the delayed coincidences from the prompts. The sinogram
calibrated with the sse method shows a less noisy distribution
across the planes with a global SF of ---47%. The axial scatter
profile is shown in Fig. 5. The overestimation bias can be
easily observed for the conventional methods with the
positivity-constraint as the estimated global SF is ---350% for
the prompts - delayed coincidences approach and ---280% for
the prompts - smoothed randoms approach; clearly there are
very few counts left in the emission image after subtracting
too much scatter, which agrees with our findings from the
phantom study.

The segment SF as a function of the number of true counts
per plane also shows good agreement (of the scaling bias)
between the phantom and human study with similar RF and
number of prompts as shown in Fig. 6. Note that there are
fewer counts per plane for the more oblique segments, and
therefore the more oblique segments are more influenced by
the positivity-constraint and a higher overestimation of the SF
values are thus produced. Moreover, even though the global
SF for the conventional methods without the constraint are
---47% which is much more accurate than the one with the
constraint, the negative and noisy scaling still makes it
suboptimal as demonstrated in Fig. 4b, d, and 5.
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Comparison (3): Fig. 8 shows the reconstructed emission
image for a frame which suffers severely from the biased
scatter estimate (with a corresponding estimated global SF of
99%) obtained from the conventional method with the pconstraint (top 3 images). One can clearly observe the
"missing regions' as indicated by the arrows due to the biased
scatter when comparing to the same image after the calibration
(bottom 3 images). This frame is shown instead of the one
depicted in Fig. 4 and 5 because of the relatively better
anatomical layout of the image.
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The segment SF comparison between all the scatter estimates
described in Fig. 5 is depicted in Fig. 7. The two methods
which apply the p-constraint show the biased pattern in the
segment SF, whereas the segment SF values obtained from the
two methods without the p-constraint oscillate around the SSC
calibrated segment SF values.

For the short frame study: A representative TAC with a
ROT covering most of the activity distribution in the middle
planes of the subject is shown in Fig. 9. As expected, the
overestimation bias in the conventional scatter estimate occurs
in all the frames; in particular, there is nothing much left in the
emission image for the first 70 seconds. As a result, the TAC
obtained from the conventional method is very inaccurate.
After assigning a more accurate scatter fraction in each
segment through the SSC method, a more accurate RaJ value
which leads to a more quantitative determination of the
activity concentration can be obtained. Consequently, a
significant improvement in the TAC is achieved using the SSC
method in this case.
For the combined method- BP comparison: As shown in
Fig. 10, the BP values after the calibration are consistently
lower due to the relatively higher ROT values "recovered' from
the cerebellum region. Moreover, the BP values obtained from
the combined method are consistently in between the
conventional and the scatter calibration method. The time
required to perform the calibration per frame is --20% of that
for computing the scatter estimate per frame. As a result, a
time gain of --70% on the estimations of scatter and randoms
was achieved by applying the combined method (Le.
performing 4.6 estimates instead of 16 for scatter, and 4
estimates instead of 16 for randoms).

Fig. 8: An example which demonstrates the effect of the biased scatter on the
(tnle) emission image (top 3), and the same image after applying the
calibration (bottom 3). The transaxial, coronal, and sagital views are shown
from left to right respectively
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promising feasibility of the combined method since it not only
accelerates the image reconstruction task but also further
improves quantitative accuracy.
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